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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0035725A1] 1. A device for safe holding of coat hangers (36) on carrying bars (10) provided particularly in transport spaces such as
trucks, railroad cars, containers or the like, including a securing rod (20) pivotable with respect to, and substantially parallel to the carrying bar (10),
adapted to be pivoted from a release position turned away from the carrying bar (10) in which the coat hangers (36) can have their hooks (35) freely
hung on or taken off the carrying bar (10), into a locked position snapped against the carrying bar (10) in which the hooks (35) of the coat hangers
(36) are unreleasably retained on the carrying bar (10), and further including an arrest of this locked position, characterized in that the securing rod
(20) has at least one radially projecting non-rotating nose (30), a circumferential range (51) of the carrying bar (10) is provided as an obstacle in the
path of movement (49) of the nose (30) upon pivoting of the securing rod (20), and the securing rod (20) constitutes an elastically flexible element
which passes a maximum (46') of its rod deflection upon passage of the nose (30) across this obstacle (51).
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